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WELCOME TO 
BRAINSOURCE
Join one of the fastest-growing and most exciting 
brands in offshoring, with services that make a 
difference and unlimited earning potential.

Brainsource helps organisations build a dedicated 
team, without having to worry about office facilities, 
IT, recruitment, HR, payroll, and more. 

Our operating model offers all the advantages 
of “the big end of town” without having to carry 
the internal knowledge, expertise and capacity to 
establish and manage an offshore facility.
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OUR SERVICES

Brainsource delivers high-calibre personnel 
to fill a broad variety of roles, working from 
modern office facilities in the Philippines.

• Customer Service
• Accountant
• Web Developer
• SEO Specialist
• Executive Assistant
• Marketing Specialist
• Structural Engineer

• Data Entry Specialist
• Telemarketer
• Copywriter
• Recruiter
• Loans Processor
• Social Media Marketer
• And more...

• Research Assistant
• Graphic Designer
• Illustrator
• HR Manager
• Video Editor
• CAD Designer
• Property Manager
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PRICING

LOCAL HIRE

$70K
Explicit COSTS

• Facilities
• Insurances and on-costs
• 4 weeks annual leave
• Complex industrial 

environment work tools 
(computer, etc.)

TR ADIT IONAL

BRAINSOURCE

$35K*
Employer GETS

• Modern facilities
• Redundant power and fibre 

internet
• Careful candidate screening
• Attendance/performance 

management
• Compliant employment 

contracts

OPTIMISED

Clients that engage a resource 
via Brainsource enjoy substantial 
savings over a traditional local hire.

*Roles requiring particular seniority, 

qualifications or domain expertise 

may be subject to negotiation.
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THE MARKET IS 
ENORMOUS
Getting started is easy
Returns are immediate
Earnings are unlimited
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SPECIALISE
Brainsource Partners come from all 
walks of life, bringing different skills, 
experiences and preferences.

Whatever your preference, Brainsource 
works with you to deliver value to 
customers and a sizable passive revenue 
stream over time.

by Geography

by Industry

by Role

Some choose to specialise in a particular area, getting 
to know the local SME community and developing a 
reputation as a business growth enabler.

Others choose to specialise in a particular industry, 
either because they have direct experience in the 
field and understand the unique problems that the 
customers have or because their network of contacts 
revolves around that industry segment.

Some choose to become specialists in one particular 

role such as accounts payable and receivable clerks, 
loan processors, engineers or real estate property 
managers.  In doing so, they understand the intricacies 
of the role and are able to speak in great detail with 
potential customers.
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WHY BRAINSOURCE
Getting started is easy
Returns are immediate
Earnings are unlimited
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Brainsource is looking for partners with a solid 
network of contacts in the UK, US, Canada, Australia 
and/or New Zealand.
 
Partnering with Brainsource will allow you to grow 
a profitable business and a substantial trailing 
commission without other business overheads.  All 
you need to do is sell offshoring business across a 
number of industries and roles.
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WHO’S IT FOR?
This model of re-selling services is suitable 
for people and businesses who:

• Are local or international professionals  
in their industry

• Have a good reputation for quality  
and service

• Want to have a service-based business  
that doesn’t take most of their time

• Want to build a substantial passive  
income stream over time
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BUILDING 
BUSINESS 
TOGETHER
We invest in the success of our  staff, 
partners and affiliates. We know 
that our goals are aligned and their 
success is our success.
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This is an avenue for professionals with proven track 
record of recognising opportunity and creating 
value for all parties involved. 

Brainsource provides you with complete freedom 
and flexibility to scale. Undertake as little or as 
much activity as you like, and your remuneration 
will scale to reflect your efforts.

BENEFITS
• Easy to get started, most partners are able to close 

a deal or two in the first month
• Potential for high-value sales to multi-role clients
• Ability to expand your activity to suit your lifestyle
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SALES 
SUPPORT
Brainsource provides a detailed 
library of proposal templates, sales 
presentations, video clips, event 
collateral, case studies and other 
sales support material to assist you in 
closing new business.

MARKETING 
SUPPORT
Brainsource provides a catalogue 
of marketing collaterals including 
business cards, presentations, 
brochures, event kits, templates, and 
a dedicated in-house marketing to 
help you succeed.

If you or your clients would like to visit our facility in the 
Philippines, we will arrange a luxury resort accommodation 
near the office for you or your clients to stay in as our guests. 
The resort includes swimming pools, a restaurant, a gym 
and a host of other five-star facilities.
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PRICING 
EXPLAINED
• Simple pricing
• Tangible value
• Easy engagement
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BRAINSOURCE 
PROVIDES 
PERSONNEL IN 
TWO TIERS.

JUNIOR ROLE

$35K*/YR
Junior personnel typically have less than 10 
years of experience in their field of expertise 
and require more specific direction to 
achieve client outcomes. These personnel 
are better suited to highly procedural 
functions that have established systems and 
processes to follow.

Junior personnel are priced at $35K per 
annum, inclusive of all on-costs.

SENIOR ROLE

$40K*/YR
Senior personnel typically have more than 
10 years of experience in their field of 
expertise and require less specific direction 
to achieve client outcomes. These personnel 
can interpret policy, make decisions within 
delegated authority, and respond to more 
complex business requirements.

Senior personnel are priced at $40K per 
annum, inclusive of all on-costs.*Roles requiring particular seniority, 

qualifications or domain expertise 

may be subject to negotiation.
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THE SCIENCE 
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This graph illustrates where savings occur 
from a base local cost at 100% through 
to a final saving of 65% leaving final cost, 
inclusive of all management fees incurred 
by the business, at 35% of the local rate.

Presenting and explaining this model is 
key to the client understanding how they 
receive value from the relationship.

DEMONSTRATING 
TANGIBLE VALUE



OVERVIEW

COMMERCIAL 
ARRANGEMENTS
Client engagement
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CLIENT 
ENGAGEMENT
• Australian management
• Philippines staff
• Global customers
• ... And a century of experience

Day 1 • Client expresses interest in Brainsource personnel

Day 7
• Job description template and Proposal template 

completed and forwarded to AU-Sales

Day 8
• AU-Sales team confirms job description and pricing 

(Junior or Senior role)

Day 9
• Proposal released to client and sales process managed 

through to conclusion

Day 14 • Signed Proposal returned to AU-Sales

Day 15

• 60-day recruitment period commences to fill role
• Client will be engaged in the hiring process, and will have 

input into the hiring decision of the new personnel
• When suitable candidate is secured, onboarding and 

customer billing will commence

TYPICAL TIMELINE



GUIDELINES

WORKING WITH 
BRAINSOURCE
Finding customers
Registering opportunities
Scoping roles
Staying in touch
FAQs
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Engagement for Brainsource is typically on a  
‘Meet – Propose – Close’ basis in order to maintain 
the shortest sales cycle. In order to facilitate this, it 
is important that all initial contacts are well qualified 
and that the prospect understands the reason for the 
meeting and there is a realistic genuine opportunity.

Clients for Brainsource offshore services are sourced 

through a variety of methods:

• Existing client referrals
• Existing contacts and network
• Industry specific campaigns
• LinkedIn and social media
• Cold calling via research and business directories
• Presenting to Business Groups/Workshops/Expos 

All communications need to be logged into our 

CRM system to ensure all contacts are tracked 

and the pipeline is kept current. 

First point of contact is generally through:

• Direct telephone contact
• Email contact, either personal or EDM
• LinkedIn direct messaging or InMail via 

Sales Navigator
• Referral from existing clients/referral 

partner

FINDING 
CUSTOMERS
• Strong relationships are key
• Customers buy from people that 

they like and trust
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REGISTERING 
OPPORTUNITIES

Introducing PipeDrive

Brainsource utilises the PipeDrive CRM to record 
all client interactions as well as create and 
manage a pipeline of sales activity.
 
Using the PipeDrive CRM system ensures that 
all sales activity is tracked and that commissions 
and trailing revenue can be managed accurately.

Key Notes

Contact data – all leads and deals should have 
a base level of information including business 
name, address, contact name, position, mobile 
number and email.  As advisors become more 
accustomed to the system, it is helpful to set 
tasks, reminders and follow up actions in the 
CRM so that customer commitments are able 
to be met consistently.

Activity – all activity should be recorded against 
the lead or deal. This directly saves against both 
the contact’s name and the organisation.

Definitions

Active lead – this is a prospect entered into 
Pipedrive with a view to making contact

Archived lead – this is a prospect with whom 
contact has been made and is not interested in 
engagement

Deal – This is a lead who has expressed an 
interest in engaging and is therefore progressed 
into the sales deal pipeline

Sales pipeline – This is a series of stages from 
‘First contact’ to ‘Closed’
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This stage involves uncovering some key information through 
completion of a Position Description Template.

• The position to be filled
• Level of prior experience
• Qualifications needed
• Any software experience required
• Skills, and inherent knowledge
• Daily/weekly duties to be undertaken
• Personal attributes

Also required is a clear understanding of what a successful 
outcome would look like through the provision of ‘success 
criteria’ including:

• KPIs that they would be benchmarked against
• Measurement of client feedback
• Desire for professional developmentOnce this information has been gathered, along 

with a signed proposal, then the Brainsource 
recruitment process can commence.

SCOPING ROLES
A key success component in the client 
engagement process for Brainsource is 
understanding the requirements of the role to 
be filled and linking those requirements to the 
recruitment process. It ensures that the most 
suitable resource is placed in the position. 
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STAYING IN 
TOUCH
Most of our business comes from placing
additional roles with existing customers.

It pays to stay in touch.
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Is the person working for just one client?

If they are a full-time resource, then yes. It is a one-to-one 

relationship between the resource and the client.

Does the client get to meet their employees?

Of course. We encourage the client to interact with their 

employees as much as possible, whether on Teams or Skype, 

and are even happy to accommodate the client travelling out to 

meet their employee if they so wish.

The client wants a ‘hybrid’ role that mixes two or more 

positions. Is this possible?

As part of the approval process, once the Job Description form 

has been submitted, the AU SALES team will evaluate the role 

and scope of the market to see if the position is viable. If it is, 

then yes, it will be possible.

Client is trying to negotiate on price – is this possible?

Any amendments to standard pricing terms must be approved 

by AU SALES.

Client’s objection is that offshoring is taking away local jobs.

Advise client that by reducing their back-office costs, they could 

be freeing up resources to build operationally on the front line.

Client has a negative view of offshoring.

Large corporations and organisations have been utilising offshoring 

services since the 1960s. Brainsource is simply offering the same 

leverage to small and medium businesses.

Candidate is unsuitable, how do we safeguard the client?

We will simply replace the resource with a more appropriate one 

and cover the interim transition period so as not to affect the 

business operationally.

Is offshoring exploiting the employees?

No. We provide western (Australian) employment conditions 

which are recognised as some of the best in the world, with annual 

leave, personal leave and even overtime rates if additional hours 

are worked.

We are not in the same time zone as the Philippines. How will 

this work?

We run an around-the-clock roster, and if your business trades 

internationally, then we can operate on a ‘follow the sun’ basis.

What is the approval turnaround time for a proposal?

There is a 48-hour turnaround time for proposals, so this needs to 

be factored into client expectations.

FAQS

We know you will have plenty 
of questions . So, here are some 
answers to the most common 
queries we receive.


